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“In line with our mission to enable, support 
and deliver a digital government that is 
personalized, proactive, collaborative, and 
secure, Digital Majlis brought together 
stakeholders in Abu Dhabi’s digital 
transformation to share knowledge, 
experiences and insights, and jointly 
address challenges in order to define a 
roadmap for the digital future. By building 
on diverse experiences and requirements 
put forth by the forum, we are able to 
lead a digital future for Abu Dhabi that 
multiplies opportunities and enriches lives. 
The Digital Majlis furthers our commitment 
to working across the digital government 
ecosystems to formulate effective 
strategies, policies and standards through 
partnerships and innovation. The outcome 
of today’s collaborative dialogue forms an 
integral part of our roadmap towards Abu 
Dhabi’s digital future.”

H.E. Dr. Rauda Al Saadi, Director General of Abu Dhabi Digital Authority (ADDA)
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The rise of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) defines the modern era. The 
concept of AI is as old as machines 
themselves and the term was coined 
by John McCarthy as early as 1956. 
Today, AI is deeply ingrained into 
many aspects of daily life. The 
smartphones we all depend on 
throughout the day and their amaz-
ing capability to recognize our faces 
and react to our voice commands 
are powerful reminders of just how 
much we depend on AI. 

For most of us, the relation with 
technology starts and ends with 
products and services offered by 
private companies. As with most 
technological innovation, the initial 
momentum (and funding) for devel-
opment in AI has been driven by the 
private sector. This trend is now be-
ginning to change as governments 
around the world are drafting their 
own AI strategies and exploring 
ways to incorporate AI into govern-
ance. Thus, it is important that the 
public and private sectors chart our 
AI future together. 

The rise of AI, its promise and its 
peril, demand wide-ranging dis-
cussion on how we can ensure a 
sustainable, inclusive and trustwor-
thy digital future for all. Building on 
the Arab tradition of the majlis, the 
Abu Dhabi Digital Authority (ADDA) 
is proud to unveil a Digital Majlis 
designed to spark dialogue among 
different people with different ideas 
that form the basis for a public 
debate on how human challenges 
can be addressed by technology and 
innovation.  

In line with ADDA’s vision to create 
a space for discussion and raise 
awareness about the role of AI in 
government and society, the theme 
of this year’s Digital Majlis was “AI 
and the Future of Government.” 
The discussion highlighted the 
transformative role that AI systems 
and machine learning can have in 
government, how governments can 
embrace AI in education, and the 
nexus between the governance of 
AI and the role of governments. The 
below report is a summary of the 
discussions held on 14 November 
2019 in Abu Dhabi. 
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H.E. Dr. Thani Bin Ahmed Al Zeyoudi, UAE Minister of Climate Change and Environment

“There is no doubt that the rise of 
digital technologies holds incredible 
promise for the advancement of 
human welfare all over the world. At 
the same time, it raises important 
questions and challenges that need 
to be effectively addressed in order 
to fully harness the potential of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) 
technologies such as AI. Against this 
backdrop, platforms such as Digital 
Majlis help identify and implement 
best practices to leverage technology 
to achieve a sustainable, inclusive and 
trustworthy digital future for all.”
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Because of these factors and a long-term 
commitment to building one of the most 
technologically advanced countries in the world, 
the UAE is setting benchmarks for others to 
emulate. That is one reason why the UAE holds 
the top position worldwide as an attractive work 
environment for AI programmers and engineers, 
according to the World Bank. This is also due to 
the country’s visionary leadership, agile policy 
environment, quality of life, and access to global 
markets. However, continued refinement of 
sensible regulations that will attract even more 
talent from around the world and maintain the 
country’s knowledge ecosystem is needed. 

When it comes to the public sector, the UAE 
government has launched initiatives designed 
to upskill its workforce through the use of AI. 
Time-consuming tasks are being taken over by 
AI agents, including Machine Learning models, 
in order to free up public sector employees’ time 
and focus their energy on more meaningful tasks. 
Better interactions, higher productivity levels, 
optimised use of resources, and more innovation 
are just some of the benefits of this shift. 

The government has also identified education as 
vital to its overall AI strategy. Through significant 

government investment, the UAE’s education 
sector is embracing AI in the classroom and 
preparing the next generation to innovate 
with technology. With AI-assisted teaching 
and learning as well as a commitment to core 
subjects, such as mathematics, the nation’s 
schools are imbuing youth with the skills to 
advance artificial intelligence. The UAE university 
system includes internationally acknowledged 
centers of excellence in applied AI, like the 
Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Systems 
Institute at Khalifa University. The recently 
inaugurated Mohammed Bin Zayed University 
for Artificial Intelligence, the first AI university in 
the world, is the latest example of the country’s 
flourishing AI educational prowess. 

Given the power of AI to transform our world and 
daily lives, the role of ethics is critical. Across 
every level of society, the UAE has clear and 
established ethics principles addressing the use 
and creation of AI. Few other countries have 
articulated ethical positions on technology and AI 
in the same manner as the UAE has. Even fewer 
have the ability to quickly implement laws and 
regulations that protect individuals, while at the 
same time not stifling innovation.

Let us start with a simple definition of the term 
AI suitable for grounding our discussion around 
the role of AI in government: AI is about using 
computer systems to emulate human intelligence 
and carry out, without human supervision, tasks 
that are usually executed by people. 

But how can we improve the efficiency of 
government tasks by supplementing human 
capabilities through Artificial Intelligence? 

Indeed, AI advancements are built on the enormous 
amounts of data the internet revolution has 
generated. Never before have humans created, 
stored and analysed such large amounts of data. 
Our ability to use this data enables powerful 
Machine Learning models that can accurately 
perform classification, prediction and anomaly 
detection in many domains. Machine Learning 
techniques require massive amounts of data to train 
models to be able to process information quickly 
and efficiently. Just as a baby will attempt different 
approaches to solving problems as she learns about 
the world around her, Machine Learning model uses 
sample data to achieve its results. 

From assisting police departments through 
the analysis of resident behavior, to enabling 
healthcare solutions and the allocation of 
resources for public infrastructure, AI can 
streamline the work of governing. More than 
35 countries around the world have already 
published unique AI strategies that highlight 
particular areas where the technology can make a 
real difference. 

As one of the first countries to embrace AI in 
government, the United Arab Emirates is a global 
trendsetter with regard to the technology. The 
country is unique in three key areas as related to 
the development of AI: 
1.  With almost 200 nationalities calling the 

UAE home, there is a great variety of data 
available in all sectors of society. 

2.  The reach of the local aviation sector through 
Emirates Airlines and Etihad Airways also 
increases the volume of people transiting 
through the UAE. 

3.  Finally, the UAE is building one of the region’s 
fastest growing and most successful knowledge 
ecosystems. The two largest technology 
acquisitions in the history of the Middle East 
have been Dubai-based companies (Careem 
and Souq.com). The velocity of technology 
innovation is quite simply unmatched in the 
region.

AI and the  
Future of Government

“Capacity building in 
the field of artificial 
intelligence embodies 
the spirit of leadership 
in the UAE.”
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy 
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces
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The disruptive nature of AI means 
that governments eager to embrace 
the technology must have clear 
strategies for preparedness. 
Through the appointed Minister 
of State for Artificial Intelligence, 
and across the government, the 
UAE has detailed plans on how to 
handle the AI transition. For public 
sector employees, comprehensive 
programmes helping people upskill 
and master the new technology 
have been rolled out across 
departments. Rather than being 
concerned about AI replacing jobs, 
the UAE views the AI technology 
as a tool that can make work better 
and more satisfying. 

Investment in education, in the 
ways mentioned above, is one 
of the best ways to prepare for a 
new technology. The UAE is also 
investing in re-qualifying older 
generations who do not understand 
the technical aspects of AI as 
younger “digital natives” do. Just 
as we take electricity for granted 
today, and we do not think about 
the infrastructure needed to deliver 

power to our houses or offices, we 
will likely take AI for granted in the 
future. We will need to discuss its 
implementation and impact because 
it will become part of the texture of 
society. The goal now is preparing 
society for this important transition. 

In order to gauge public opinion 
about AI, ADDA conducted a 
survey of participants at the 2019 
Digital Majlis. Questions ranged 
from whether the government is 
prepared for the AI transition in the 
next three years to what issues a 
universal code of AI ethics should 
include. Respondents felt that the 
government was taking the right 
steps in ensuring a smooth AI 
transition. They noted that the role 
of transparency and accountability 
should be central to a universal 
code of AI ethics. Respondents 
were also asked about the role of 
the government in AI education. 
They agreed that the government 
has been effective in creating 
curriculums designed to raise the 
level of core competencies needed 
for the best quality education.

Preparing for AI
03
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“It is quite clear that AI is at a tipping 
point. It has already been infused 
much into our daily lives, and it will 
soon play an important role in how 
we work, learn and govern. Today we 
discussed preparedness for AI from 
the perspective of government, the 
private sector and academia - in line 
with the vision of His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum 
as stated in the UAE Strategy for 
Artificial Intelligence, our goal is to 
make the UAE the most prepared 
nation for AI by 2030.”

H.E. Omar Bin Sultan Al Olama, UAE Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence
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As the leading knowledge economy in the Middle 
East, the UAE has taken a multi-stakeholder and 
collaborative approach to policy design. With AI as 
a national priority, every effort is made to ensure 
that advancements are implemented in a holistic 
manner that encourages partnerships across 
public and private sector, academia, civil society, 
and international and regional organizations. 

AI relies on many factors, both technological 
and societal, to create solutions for all aspects 
of life. From a government perspective, a 
successful rollout of AI can only take place 
through collaboration and managing the social 
and economic benefits of AI implementation in a 
balanced manner. As the UAE’s Minister of State 
for AI, H.E. Omar Al Olama, noted this year: “The 
biggest challenge today for artificial intelligence 
is policies and legislation. The legal framework is 
not ready and the only people who understand this 
very well are within the private sector. Globally, 
no other government has volunteered to be used 
as a test bed, a sandbox, and asked the private 
sector to deploy technology on the ground with 
government support.” Such an open approach will 
ensure that AI reaches its full potential at the local, 
national, regional and international levels with 
collaboration as a core principle. 

To achieve this result, we need more collaboration 
at two different levels. First, collaboration across 
society in order to define the AI technology. 
Second, collaboration between humans and AI 
that impacts innovation. In essence, AI must 

enable a greater vision that extends beyond the 
capabilities of technology. Society should not 
only embrace technology but also aim to use it to 
address human challenges and solve problems. 
Based on a set of agreed values, leaders and 
citizens alike must make data-based decisions 
which enable better overall outcomes in economic 
prosperity, social well-being, environmental 
sustainability and good governance. 

More research and development is needed within 
the area of data volume – how AI capabilities can 
be harnessed using only small amounts of data. 
Many AI systems currently require large data sets 
to achieve results. This data requires considerable 
resources to collect, process and store. AI with 
minimal data collection, on the other hand, is 
much cheaper to deploy and maintain. Given 
the UAE’s infrastructure and size, the country’s 
knowledge ecosystem is up for this challenge.

“The biggest 
challenge today for 
artificial intelligence 
is policies and 
legislation.”
H.E. Omar Al Olama 
UAE Minister of State for Artificial Intelligence
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As we come closer to AI systems 
that can make decisions of their 
own, the nature of leadership 
and governance will also have to 
adapt. Will AI advance human 
intelligence in governance? Can the 
AI transformation be a call to action 
for better governance? The answer 
to both questions is yes, and the 
willingness of the UAE to adapt to 
these changes offers a blueprint for 
other countries. 

Governance has evolved over 
thousands of years. As a young 
country, the UAE has been able 
to build upon that repository of 
knowledge to establish a just, safe, 
and prosperous society. Just as the 
country has adopted best practices 
of governance from traditional 
leadership models, so too has it 
embraced the prospect of deploying 
AI for the advancement of society. 

Guiding this approach are five core 
principles: fairness, adaptability, 
explainability, beneficence, and 
openness. These principles guide 
the UAE’s adoption of AI by ensuring 
that the technology is used in a 
fair manner that tackles the ethical 
challenges presented by AI. 

Fairness ensures that decisions 
taken with the support of AI will 
be kept free from bias or inference 
errors. The adaptability principle 
ensures that the country will adapt 
to innovations in an effort to ensure 
that the positive impacts of the 
technology are always maximized. 
Explainability is an important 
principle, given the complex 
structure and operation of ML 
models. The UAE wishes to ensure 
that applications of AI are always 
explainable to humans, so that 
every member of society is able to 
understand how AI is being used for 
the benefit of society. Beneficence is 
a principle of research ethics stating 
that technological innovations 
should have the welfare of the users 
as a goal. Finally, openness is a core 
principle designed to ensure that 
the UAE will be able to maintain 
a qualitative edge in embracing 
the best technologies as they are 
developed. A commitment to these 
five principles coupled with a 
passion to innovate will ensure that 
the UAE continues to be a global 
leader in Artificial Intelligence. 

Proposed Abu Dhabi  
Al Principles
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